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Defense Team and Experts
Support Doctor Facing
Allegations
Joe Lynch presented to a medical practice on April 2, 2010, with
complaints of “unbearable, constant, sharp, stabbing and throbbing”
posterior pain that radiated to his upper back, arms and wrists. He also
had complaints of neck stiffness. The pain began two days before the
visit, but Joe couldn’t recall any precipitating event or injury. He was
diagnosed with neck pain, given a prescription and referred for a
cervical spine X-ray.
Joe returned to the medical practice on April 5 with complaints of
“severe, constant, sharp and throbbing” neck pain that radiated to the
upper back, intrascapular area, bilateral subscapular region, shoulders
and arms with associated neck stiffness. His X-ray showed spondylosis
at C5-6 with foraminal osteophyte production and bilateral narrowing.
Joe was again diagnosed with neck pain and prescribed a different
prescription. Joe returned to the medical practice on April 7. Joe had
undergone some physical therapy treatment but was unable to continue
due to severe pain. As a result, the treating physician prescribed a stronger
pain medication and ordered an MRI of Joe’s cervical spine.
On April 9, Joe was seen again at the medical practice, this time by his
primary care physician, Julia Rose, M.D. He continued to report stabbing
pain that radiated into his upper back, as well as neck stiffness.
Dr. Rose’s musculoskeletal exam revealed decreased range of motion,
pain and crepitus with rotation of the cervical spine, and tenderness,
spasm and inﬂammation of the left trap and paraspinal muscle of the
cervical spine. Because Joe recently had stents placed due to a cardiac
condition, it was potentially contraindicated to proceed with the MRI.
Instead, a CT scan was ordered, which revealed central disc herniation,
osteophyte complex at C2–3, bilateral joint hypertrophy at C5–7, mild
bilateral neural foraminal stenosis at C5–6 and reversal of the normal
cervical curvature.
Dr. Rose recommended physical therapy and chiropractic care. She
referred Joe to Ron Mayne, D.C., and prescribed ﬁve new medications for
his pain and spasms.
continued on page 2
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Patient Receives Chiropractic Care
Joe presented to Dr. Mayne on April 12, 2010. In spite of the
medications, Joe complained of neck pain, neck stiffness and
pain radiating into his left shoulder and upper arm. In his initial
examination, Dr. Mayne noted that Joe had dull, throbbing and
shooting pain in the cervical spine that favored the left side
and radiated into the left posterior shoulder and upper arm.
He exhibited diminished or decreased pinprick on the left over
the C5 and C6 dermatomes, normal coordination and fine motor
skills, as well as brisk and symmetrical reﬂexes.
Dr. Mayne’s examination also demonstrated a positive
Jackson compression maneuver on the left. Palpation revealed
subluxation of the cervical and thoracic spine and the left
shoulder. It also demonstrated tenderness of the cervical and
thoracic paraspinal muscles and the trapezius and posterior
shoulder musculature.
Dr. Mayne reviewed the CT scan report, discussed it with Dr. Rose
and ordered an EMG. His working diagnosis was cervicobrachial
syndrome with cervical, thoracic, lumbar, sacral and upper extremity
dysfunctions. He listed Joe’s prognosis as guarded and recommended
chiropractic treatment three to four times per week with a reevaluation
at four to six weeks.

Decompression Therapy Begins
Dr. Mayne began chiropractic treatment that initially involved manipulation
of the full spine and shoulder, electric muscle stimulation and neuromuscular
rehabilitation. On April 15, 2010, Dr. Mayne learned the results of the EMG.
It revealed bilateral C5–6 radiculopathy and carpal tunnel syndrome. Based
on these ﬁndings, Dr. Mayne added Intervertebral Differential Dynamics
(IDD) spinal decompression to Joe’s treatment plan, using a maximum
weight of 25 pounds. Joe improved from this treatment.
On April 22, 2010, Dr. Mayne reduced the decompression weight by
two pounds after Joe had a muscle spasm. He also told Joe to apply ice.
Joe had worsening pain and another spasm on April 29, 2010, but then
exhibited constant and continued improvement until May 24, 2010, at which
point his pain signiﬁcantly increased. When the pain persisted, Dr. Mayne
referred Joe back to Dr. Rose for a May 26 consultation.
After determining an MRI was not contraindicated, Dr. Rose ordered an
MRI of Joe’s cervical spine in hopes of deﬁnitively diagnosing his condition.
The MRI performed on May 28, 2010, revealed a soft tissue mass extruding
from C6–C7, resulting in spinal cord compression and severe central spinal
canal stenosis. The radiologist recommended an MRI with contrast of the
cervical spine, which Dr. Rose ordered, and it was completed on June 3,
2010. This study demonstrated ﬁndings most compatible with a large disc

Most malpractice cases
today are filed with an
allegation that the doctor
did not obtain a patient’s
informed consent or that the
doctor provided informed
consent incorrectly.
While NCMIC will defend
you whether or not you
choose to use an informed
consent process in your
practice, you are advised
to consult with your state
association or licensing
board to ensure you meet
your state’s informed
consent requirements (if any).
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extrusion arising from the C6–C7 disc with associated cranial migration
and severe stenosis of the spinal canal at the C5–C6 and C6–C7 levels.
The study also revealed an ill-deﬁned enhancement within the left lateral
recess at the C5 vertebral body and at the C5–C6 intervertebral disc level.
Joe then came under the care of a neurosurgeon on June 9, 2010, who
found him to be a candidate for surgical intervention. Joe underwent an
anterior cervical discectomy at C5–C6 and C6–C7, a corpectomy at C6, a
ﬁbular strut allograft fusion of C5 through C7, anterior plating at C5 through
C7 and placement of a Gardner-Wells tong. The post-operative diagnosis
was a herniated, extruded disc with severe cord compression at C5–C6
and C6–C7, with herniation likely originating from C6–C7.

NEW! CHIROPRACTIC MILESAWAY CARD

Collect Your
10,000 Bonus Points!

Lawsuit Ensues
Approximately two years later, on June 7, 2012, a lawsuit was ﬁled,
which named Ron Mayne, D.C., and Mayne Family Chiropractic, Inc. as
defendants. Joe Lynch (now the plaintiff) claimed Dr. Mayne was negligent
for treating him with decompression therapy, considering his presenting
symptoms. The suit alleged that the decompression treatment caused or
contributed to Joe Lynch’s herniations, spinal cord compression and resulting
surgery. The plaintiff also alleged that Mayne Family Chiropractic, Inc. was
vicariously liable for the acts and omissions of Dr. Mayne and his employees.
Dr. Mayne notiﬁed NCMIC of the claim, and NCMIC promptly retained
counsel to protect the interests of Dr. Mayne and his practice, which shared
his $1 million policy limits.

Discovery Testimony
During discovery, Joe Lynch testiﬁed that he experienced relief from
Dr. Mayne’s light chiropractic manipulations, as well as from massage and
ice packs. Although the plaintiff admitted he was heavily sedated with pain
medications during that time, he claimed his condition worsened in the ﬁrst
week of decompression therapy. Joe contended that his neck pain began
to radiate down his arms, he started having problems with balance and he
became incontinent of bowel and bladder. However, the plaintiff admitted
he didn’t tell Dr. Mayne about these complaints.
The plaintiff’s chiropractic expert consultant, Lois Jones, D.C., opined that
the disc decompression therapy was absolutely contraindicated in this case.
She didn’t believe that there was an identiﬁed compression to decompress,
and if there was a neurologic compromise, it was not sufficiently identiﬁed
to justify the decompression treatment. However, she did not use IDD in
her clinical practice.
Dr. Jones further alleged that decompression therapy caused the C5–C6
disc herniation. Additionally, Dr. Jones contended that Dr. Mayne deviated
from acceptable chiropractic standards when he treated the plaintiff without
obtaining his informed consent.

continued on page 4
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The plaintiff’s neurosurgical expert witness, Benny Hayward, M.D.,
testiﬁed that if Joe Lynch was in sufficient pain to warrant the prescribed
pain medication, he should have been immediately evaluated for surgery.
He also stated that a patient with a normal neurologic spinal exam
shouldn’t receive the pain medication prescribed.
Dr. Hayward took the position that Dr. Rose and Dr. Mayne both
documented normal neurologic examinations on all visits without noting
any sign of spinal cord compression or weakness. Even though Joe was
taking narcotic pain medication and undergoing chiropractic treatment,
his pain worsened dramatically, he developed weakness and
he was unable to ambulate without assistance. This was due
to a large disc herniation and spinal cord compression
that Dr. Hayward alleged was caused by chiropractic
manipulations and the IDD disc decompression.
Furthermore, Dr. Hayward opined that it was a deviation
of the standard of care to place a patient on narcotic pain
medication for spinal complaints. He also stated it was a
contraindication to treat a patient with spinal complaints
and taking narcotic pain medication, without obtaining an
MRI study.
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Surveillance video of the plaintiff
showed him running, walking,
and bending without a problem.

Defense Experts Weigh in
The chiropractic expert for the defense, Michelle Smith, D.C., was
retained to provide her professional opinion. She explained that the case
reﬂected a common scenario in which patients who have degenerative disc
disease from the wear and tear of life develop symptoms. These symptoms
often can be tempered by medication, manipulation, physical therapy and
injections. However, a small number of patients require surgery.
Dr. Smith was of the opinion that Dr. Mayne’s examination of Joe was well
within chiropractic standards because it contained the requisite elements of
neurologic and orthopedic examination procedures to formulate a working
differential diagnosis based on Joe’s presentation. Dr. Smith explained that
Dr. Mayne’s treatment consisted of spinal and extremity manipulations,
analgesic and spasm-relieving physical therapy modality adjuncts, as well
as computerized nonsurgical spinal decompression.
Dr. Smith described how decompression is intended to reduce intradiscal
pressure, increase the central spinal canal diameter and increase the size
of the intervertebral foramen. Essentially, the goal of decompression is to
remove pressure from the spinal cord and exiting nerve roots. Therefore,
because of the diagnosis of foraminal stenosis and compression at the
C5–C6 level, Dr. Smith believed that Joe Lynch was a candidate for IDD
therapy. In all, it was Dr. Smith’s professional opinion that Dr. Mayne’s
diagnostic and therapeutic actions complied with the chiropractic standard
of care.
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insured by NCMIC. Gift cards will be for a leading
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The NCMIC defense team also retained a seasoned neurosurgeon with
decades of experience, Richard Walters, M.D., to serve as an expert
consultant to review the plaintiff experts’ testimony. Dr. Walters stated that
Drs. Jones and Hayward’s opinions hinged on the belief that the
decompression therapy provided by Dr. Mayne caused Joe’s herniation
and need for surgery. Dr. Jones believed there was no “identified
compression to be decompressed,” and Dr. Hayward believed that
decompression applies force on the spine that could lead to herniation
and compression. Dr. Walters disagreed with both of these beliefs.
Dr. Walters further testiﬁed that Dr. Jones missed that Joe’s spine was
already compressed based on Dr. Mayne’s positive exam ﬁndings. He also
testiﬁed that Dr. Smith overlooked the fact that decompression therapy is
meant to relieve pressure and force on the spine, not apply it. Furthermore,
he noted that the spinal decompression therapy was set at a maximum
level of 25 pounds, which was a weight well below the FDA standard.
In short, it was Dr. Walters’ professional opinion that Joe was a candidate
for Dr. Mayne’s conservative chiropractic treatment and that Joe responded
to that treatment but ultimately required surgery to remedy his underlying
problem. Dr. Walters found nothing to support the contention that
Dr. Mayne’s care, including the IDD therapy, caused the C5–C7 herniation.

Long-Term Conditions Lead to Settlement Demand
After surgery, Joe Lynch continued to complain of pain in his arm that
waxed and waned. He had to take pain medicine regularly, as well as use
medication for balance issues on an infrequent basis. Joe testiﬁed that he
was no longer able to do yardwork or housework and could no longer ride
a motorcycle.
Joe Lynch previously worked 36 to 48 hours per week maintaining
machinery that cleaned natural gas from landfills, but he missed five
months of work as a result of his cervical injury. He claimed $35,000 in
past wage losses and roughly $73,000 in past medical expenses. He
estimated his future medical expenses to be approximately $25,000.
The plaintiff’s attorney made a settlement demand of $375,000 with the
message that he did not have authority to move from that ﬁgure. Dr. Mayne
took the position that he did nothing wrong in his care and he chose not to
give his consent to settle the case. As a result, the case proceeded to trial.

continued on page 6
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The Trial
Based on the plaintiff’s attorney’s opening statement, it was clear he
would argue that there was no logical explanation for Joe’s herniation other
than Dr. Mayne’s IDD treatments. The NCMIC-retained defense counsel
countered by highlighting how the defense experts would show that the
herniation existed before Dr. Mayne’s treatments, didn’t respond to
conservative therapy and progressed to the point that it required surgery.
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Testimony began with the plaintiff testifying that he never exhibited signs
of a neck injury before Dr. Mayne’s treatment—his excruciating neck pain
began after he received the IDD therapy. He testiﬁed that he lived with daily
pain; he found it difficult to even get out of bed each day. The plaintiff’s wife
testiﬁed that since her husband’s injury, he had less stamina, his gait was
off and he was unable to perform many of the physical activities he did before.
On cross-examination, the plaintiff was questioned about two neck
injuries he previously reported to the medical practice in 1996 and 2003.
Defense counsel pointed out that the records showed that the plaintiff
complained of excruciating neck pain that radiated to his arms and wrists
many times before Dr. Mayne’s treatment. This established signs of a
herniation in progress. Defense counsel didn’t believe the plaintiff presented
well because his testimony conﬂicted with most of the medical records.
The plaintiff’s neurosurgical expert, Dr. Hayward, and his chiropractic
expert, Dr. Jones, testiﬁed next. The plaintiff’s attorney focused his questions
on Joe Lynch’s damages. Dr. Hayward testified that when he examined
the plaintiff, he found radiating pain and weakness in both arms, an abnormal
gait and diminished residual deep tendon reflexes. His diagnosis was
acute neck pain, bilateral radiculopathy, aggravation of a degenerative
condition, a herniated disc and diminished sensation in his upper and
lower extremities. He believed the plaintiff’s condition was permanent.
On cross-examination, Dr. Hayward admitted that the plaintiff’s complaints
of pain during his exam were subjective, and he observed no wincing,
groaning or grimacing when he examined the patient. Defense counsel
pointed out that Dr. Hayward failed to review pertinent portions of the plaintiff’s
records, including the actual diagnostic ﬁlms and the post-operative records
that discussed the plaintiff’s successful healing process. Defense counsel
did not believe that Dr. Hayward presented well on cross-examination—he
appeared disorganized and uninformed.

Liability and Causation
The plaintiff’s attorney attempted to establish liability and causation
during chiropractic expert Dr. Lois Jones’ testimony. This expert criticized
both Dr. Mayne’s treatment and his billing records. She testified that
Dr. Mayne deviated from the standards of chiropractic care when he
treated with decompression therapy that was contraindicated by the
patient’s presentation. She testified that the decompression treatment
on May 24, 2010, caused the plaintiff’s herniation, which required
subsequent surgery.
On cross-examination by defense counsel, Dr. Jones continually
attempted to avoid answering questions directly. The judge had to instruct
Dr. Jones repeatedly to answer defense counsel’s questions. In short,
Dr. Jones presented as defensive and arrogant, and her inexperience
with decompression therapy was exposed.
Another highlight was surveillance video of the plaintiff. The video
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What Can We Learn?
By Jennifer Boyd Herlihy, Boston, Massachusetts,
and Providence, Rhode Island

Believability of Experts
A jury will assess the credibility of all
witnesses, including experts. Juries will
often assess an expert witness’s expertise
and experience in making this determination.
In this case, the defense experts had the
edge both in clinical expertise and in years
of experience.
Credibility of Plaintiffs and Defendants
Juries are sensitive to what they perceive
as deceptive behavior. In this case, the
surveillance footage of Joe Lynch called
into question his claims of being physically
damaged.
In addition, the patient has a responsibility
to disclose vital information that would aid,
alter, modify or reverse a course of treatment.
In this case, Joe Lynch’s failure to tell his
doctor that he was losing control of his bowel
and bladder hurt his credibility.
Informed Consent Process
Informed consent is becoming an issue
in most litigated cases. In this case, Dr. Mayne
testified that even though there was no
informed consent form on file, it was his
process to discuss the risk/benefit of care
with each patient.
If Dr. Mayne would have memorialized
the discussion in the chart, informed consent
would have been a nonissue. Informed
consent is often difficult to defend in court
when there is no evidence it took place.

Examiner

showed the plaintiff playing with his children, standing for long periods of
time, and running, walking and bending without a problem, which contradicted
the testimony about the plaintiff’s damages.
When the defendant, Dr. Mayne, testiﬁed, he came across as conﬁdent,
caring and knowledgeable about the practice of chiropractic. He told the
jury how he examines each patient, discusses the treatment plan based
on the exam ﬁndings, uses a model of the spine to illustrate ﬁndings, and
discusses the risks and beneﬁts of each modality. He explained how the
decompression machine works and why the plaintiff was a candidate for
it. The neurosurgical expert for the defense, Dr. Richard Walters, also
testiﬁed. He shared that he had treated more than 4,000 cases involving
cervical herniations, 900 of which required surgery. Out of these, only
three herniations were caused by trauma.
Dr. Walters explained that most cervical herniations develop from
activities of daily life and are typically treated conservatively. On occasion,
conservative therapy will not work and surgery will be required. He also
explained that patients with narrow spinal canals are more likely to require
surgery to treat the herniations, and this was the case with Joe Lynch.
The next day, the defense chiropractic expert, Dr. Smith, effectively
explained how a decompression machine works, why the plaintiff was
a candidate for it, and how the machine could not cause a herniation as
it decompresses discs (as opposed to compressing them). On crossexamination, the plaintiff’s counsel grilled Dr. Smith on Dr. Mayne’s billing
and treatment records, but she credibly responded to the attack based on
her practical experience.
After the defense rested its case, the jury was charged with determining:
• Did the plaintiff prove that Dr. Mayne deviated from the accepted
standards of chiropractic care in his use of the decompression machine?
• Did the plaintiff prove that Dr. Mayne’s deviation was a proximate
cause of his cervical disc herniation?
If the answers to both questions were “yes,” the jury would then need
to determine how much money would fairly and reasonably compensate
the plaintiff for his wage losses, medical expenses, pain and suffering,
and future medical expenses. In addition, the jury would need to determine
any compensation to the plaintiff’s wife.
Following closing arguments, the jury began deliberations. During this
time, the plaintiff’s counsel asked defense counsel whether the defense’s
settlement position had changed. After conferring with Dr. Mayne, the
defense team responded that it had not.
After ﬁve hours of deliberation, the jury returned with a defense verdict.
There were no appealable issues. NCMIC’s legal expenses to defend this
claim were more than $285,000.
Examiner case studies are derived from the NCMIC claims ﬁles. All names used
in Examiner case studies are ﬁctitious to protect patient and doctor privacy.
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What Can We Learn? cont.

Evaluation and Referral
In terms of the patient’s evaluation and
referral, Dr. Mayne did things right. The patient
was sent to Dr. Mayne by a medical physician
as a referral, which meant Joe Lynch was
examined and evaluated by someone prior
to Dr. Mayne. Dr. Mayne performed an
independent and proper evaluation with
orthopedic and neurological evaluation,
reviewed the CT analysis, ordered an indicated
test (EMG) and properly altered treatment
based on new evidence. Additionally, Dr.
Mayne appropriately referred the patient
after a conservative trial of care.
Entity Coverage
This case highlights the wide legal net
cast when litigation is initiated. Dr. Mayne
had his corporation covered with entity
coverage. NCMIC offers a shared limits
of liability entity coverage option at no
additional premium. Doctors who are
owners of a chiropractic entity (e.g., an LLC,
partnership or corporation) can share their
limits of liability with their practice entity at
no additional charge. (Separate limits are
also available for an additional premium.)

Jennifer Boyd Herlihy is
a healthcare defense
lawyer with the ﬁrm of
Adler/Cohen/ Harvey/
Wakeman/Guekguezian,
LLP, located in Boston,
Mass., and Providence,
R.I. She represents
chiropractors and other
healthcare providers in matters related to their
professional licenses and malpractice actions.
The ﬁrm’s website is www.adlercohen.com.
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To Treat or Not to Treat:
That is the Question
By Carol M. Romano

Doctors of Chiropractic know that before performing an adjustment on
a patient, they must take a history, elicit subjective complaints, perform
an exam, render findings, perhaps take X-rays, obtain informed consent,
develop a treatment plan and record all pertinent information in the form of
SOAP notes. Most D.C.s would never do a “quick adjustment” on someone
who walks into their office who they have never examined or treated before.
Yet, time and again, D.C.s do not hesitate to do a “quick adjustment”
on a friend or relative without following the protocol they would if that
person were a new patient. Many do not realize this is probably not a
good idea, even though they have the best of intentions.
Once a D.C. provides treatment, such as performing an adjustment,
a doctor/patient relationship is created. This means that if the friend or
relative who was adjusted believes that the D.C. has caused an injury,
there is a legal basis for a malpractice lawsuit. And yes, friends
and relatives have been known to sue one another.

Unsolvable Problems in the Event of a Suit
When a D.C. does a “quick adjustment” outside the office, there is no
paper or electronic record of the treatment, and the D.C. has not followed
preadjustment protocol. In such a case, a lawsuit is nearly impossible to
successfully defend. The plaintiff’s attorney will easily establish that the
standard of care was breached because:
A complete history was not taken. One of the problems with
treating friends or relatives is that they may not want to reveal
private clinical information they would share with a doctor with
whom they do not have a personal relationship.

1.

2.

A complete chiropractic exam was not performed. The
environment or social setting is generally not conducive to what
D.C.s can do in their office.

3.

A formal, deﬁnitive diagnosis was not rendered, which, in any
event, is not recorded.

4.

Informed consent was not obtained. When adjusting a friend
or relative, it is very unlikely the D.C. will discuss risks or potential
adverse outcomes.

5.

A treatment plan was not determined. The “quick adjustment”
is invariably a one-time thing, with no thought given to follow-up.

6.

There are no SOAP notes. Without charting, a D.C. could very
well have examined the patient, asked about his or her history,

Carol Romano, Esq., is a partner
at Gust Rosenfeld Law in Phoenix,
Arizona. She has 30 years of
experience defending chiropractors
and other healthcare providers in
complex malpractice and wrongful
death cases and has achieved
numerous defense verdicts in cases
with multimillion dollar exposure.
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and discussed risks. However, without a contemporaneously made record,
there is no proof of anything—and make no mistake, people remember
things differently.

Avoiding a Suit or Being Able to Defend It
A D.C. should never initiate treatment by offering a “quick adjustment”
to friends or family members who complain of pain. If they ask for an
adjustment, and the D.C. has never examined or treated them before,
they should be considered like a new patient and the same protocol
should be followed.
Taking a history, performing an exam, rendering a diagnosis, obtaining
informed consent and developing a treatment plan signiﬁcantly lessens
the chance of injury and a potential lawsuit. And, by recording all that
has been done, the D.C. is able to show that he or she met the
preadjustment standard of care. Knowing that the D.C. has acted
professionally, potential plaintiffs are less likely to file suit. Moreover,
an injury alleged to have been caused by a “quick adjustment” for which
there is no chart creates a ﬁeld day for a plaintiff’s attorney.
It is normal for a D.C. to want to help friends and family by providing
free and convenient treatment. But, for everyone’s sake, the D.C. should
tell them to come to his or her office, where he or she will adjust them
free of charge, and if further treatment is warranted, begin to bill the
health insurance carrier, if there is one. Seeing a friend or family
member in the office also allows for the use of other modalities not
otherwise available.

A Final Note on Adjusting Colleagues
While D.C.s commonly adjust colleagues at conventions and
conferences without following a preadjustment protocol, they should do
some things before adjusting. While it is implausible to create a chart for
each colleague the D.C. adjusts and it can reasonably be assumed that
the colleague is aware of the risks of treatment, the treating D.C. should
at least ask about medical history, do whatever testing is possible in that
environment and discuss the likely diagnosis. A D.C. must be mindful,
however, that a “quick adjustment” to an anonymous convention-goer
can set the stage for a malpractice lawsuit.
Most importantly, a D.C. should never adjust an attendee who is not
a chiropractor (e.g., a vendor or a doctor’s family member). The reason
for this is that non-D.C.s don’t understand the conditions and risks as
a D.C. would and any resulting injury would likely be viewed with a
more critical eye.

Know that you are fair game and can be sued.
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this tax season.
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Meet Karen Cannon
Karen spends most of her day making and
taking calls from doctors across the country
about NCMIC’s insurance products and
services. You’ll also see her interacting with
doctors at association meetings, conventions
and college homecomings.
Karen understands that malpractice
insurance can be complex, and she is happy
to answer your questions about your policy, such
Karen Cannon
Chiropractic Agent,
as whether you need entity coverage and
Corporate Relations
whether an occurrence or claims-made insurance
policy is best in your particular situation.
She knows the challenges doctors face in running a business, and she’s
knowledgeable about other NCMIC products and services designed to meet
the unique needs of chiropractors. These include business owners’ protection
insurance, long term disability insurance and more.
Before coming to NCMIC in 2007, Karen worked at a private insurance
agency with family. This agency worked with others in the Des Moines area to
offer personal and commercial insurance products. With her extensive experience,
Karen hopes she can make the business side of chiropractic easier for D.C.s.
On a personal note, Karen has three children, ages 9, 26 and 28. She enjoys
spending time with family, as well as traveling and doing yardwork.
If you get a call from Karen, please take a minute to visit with her. We think
you’ll be happy you did, as she is the embodiment of NCMIC’s “We Take Care
of Our Own®” motto.

RISK MANAGEMENT SEMINARS
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NCMIC
INSURANCE COMPANY
RISK MANAGEMENT

SEMINARS
April 22, 2017
Wichita, Kansas
Hosted by: Kansas Chiropractic Association
Topics: Muscle Pain and Dysfunction (4 hours)
Evidence-Based Rehabilitation Practice
(4 hours)
Speaker: Michael J. Schneider, D.C., Ph.D.
To register: Contact KCA at 785-233-0697

May 5-7, 2017
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Hosted by: New Mexico Chiropractic
Association
Topic: Spine Pain (12 hours)
Speaker: David R. Seaman, D.C., M.S., DABCN
To register: Contact NMCA at 505-280-0689

June 3-4, 2017
Montgomery, Alabama
Hosted by: Alabama State Chiropractic
Association
Topic: Functional Assessment and
Rehabilitation of Musculoskeletal Disorders
(8 hours)
Speaker: Bryan Bond, D.C., M.S., Ph.D.
To register: Contact ASCA at 334-262-2228

June 23-25, 2017

EARN PREMIUM
DISCOUNTS
With our policy, full-time D.C.s get a 5% discount
(2.5% for part-time D.C.s) for three consecutive policy
years for demonstrating attendance at a
qualifying 8-hour seminar.*

See seminar listing at right.

* Seminar discounts earned up to 30 days after the policy renewal date will apply immediately;
those earned 30+ days after the renewal date will apply at the next policy renewal date.

Myrtle Beach, South Carolina
Hosted by: South Carolina Chiropractic
Association
Topic: Common Arthritides Seen in Chiropractic
Practices (4 hours)
Speaker: J.C. Pammer Jr., DC, DACBR
Topic: Chronic Disease Management (4 hours)
Speaker: David R. Seaman, D.C., M.S., DABCN
To register: Contact SCCA at 803-772-9376

for additional CE SEMINAR listings, see

www.ncmic.com

You Can Trust NCMIC for
Business and Personal Insurance
Customized Protection
for D.C.s
The NCMIC family of companies offers
you more than malpractice insurance.
NCMIC Insurance Services designs
customized business and personal
insurance programs specifically for
D.C.s like you, including:
• Business Owners’ Insurance
(combines general liability and property)

Why Choose
NCMIC Insurance Services?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data Breach/Cyber Liability
Employment Practices Liability
Workers' Compensation Insurance
Auto Insurance
Homeowners Insurance
Umbrella Insurance
And more

NCMIC Insurance Services can give you the personalized service you deserve. That’s because
we understand chiropractic and your unique needs.
With access to the nation’s leading insurance companies, our agents will research options for
coverage and discounts. They’ll also look for possible gaps in your current insurance coverage
to make sure you, your practice and your finances are protected.

Request a quote from NCMIC Insurance Services today:

Call 800-769-2000, ext. 8180
Or, visit: www.ncmic.com/insurance
Insurance Services
NCMIC Insurance Services is a licensed insurance agency. Insurance coverage is underwritten through some of the nation’s leading
insurance carriers. CA license #0B84564. In NY: NCMIC Insurance Agency. In MI: NCMIC Insurance Services Agency, Inc.
©2017 NIS NFL 8180
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Problem Areas with Contracts
What Many D.C.s Are Missing
By Stephanie A. Preut and Brian J. Niceswanger

Do you read agreements before you sign them? If so, you’re
probably among the minority. Particularly with the proliferation
of electronic documents, which seem to drag on screen
after screen after screen, the temptation is simply to click
“I accept” or sign without really knowing what obligations
you’re undertaking.
Why spend the time and money hiring a lawyer to
look into an agreement before you sign it? Because
the laws, regulations and procedures relating to
contracts, particularly real estate, vary widely from
state to state.
Without being legally familiar and experienced with
contract provisions, including unique requirements of
your jurisdiction or characteristics of the agreement,
you may be essentially entering into the contract blindly.
Here are some examples of how contracts can become
problematic.

Noncompete and Trade Secrets
Dr. Mose worked in Dr. Beary’s clinic for six years and had a covenant
not to compete that also listed certain items Dr. Beary considered to be
“trade secrets.” Dr. Mose opened his own office within the 20-mile
geographical restriction. He also sent grand opening announcements
to his patients from the former clinic by using patients’ information taken
from the practice.
Dr. Beary sued his former colleague, claiming breach of the covenant
not to compete and misappropriation of trade secrets (patient names and
addresses). The trial court granted Dr. Beary’s temporary injunction, which
was affirmed on appeal. Dr. Mose was left with a leased office space he
could not use to practice chiropractic.

Property Restriction
Dr. Joneson entered into a real estate contract in his home state that
had a “dual system” under which two sets of land records were maintained
independently. By failing to be aware of the potential that a single parcel
of land may be registered in both systems and overlap, requiring multiple
recordings, Dr. Joneson did not consult with a real estate attorney and
unknowingly created a problem at acquisition that interfered with future
ﬁnancing and transfer.

Contracts can be
problematic for D.C.s
who sign them without
knowing the obligations
they are undertaking.
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Dr. Joneson could have avoided his plight by consulting with counsel in
his geographical area to ensure a smooth transaction and to safeguard his
business and personal interest, but he failed to do so.

SPRING 2017
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Now Find NCMIC on

Equipment Leases
At the recommendation of colleagues and a lender, Dr. Halpet entered
into a lease for an expensive piece of chiropractic equipment. Her husband
cosigned as a guarantor of the lease obligation. Dr. Halpet soon learned
that the expected health insurance reimbursement for treatment using the
leased equipment was not paid. Without this insurance reimbursement,
Dr. Halpet went into default on the lease and soon found herself sued for the
entire value of the lease. The evidence was that Dr. Halpet did not read the
lease and left that task to her office manager. She also did not consult with
an attorney regarding the lease although she had the opportunity to do so.

Search “NCMIC Insurance”
For more social media:
www.facebook.com/NCMIC
www.twitter.com/NCMIC
www.linkedin.com/company/NCMIC

Franchise Agreements
Dr. Smitty owned a local franchise of a regional chiropractic organization.
When she was recently sued by a patient who experienced a stroke
following a cervical adjustment, the franchisor was also named in the case.
No sooner had Dr. Smitty been served with the suit papers, when the next
document she received via certiﬁed mail was a demand by the franchisor
for her to defend the newly ﬁled lawsuit and to indemnify the franchisor from
any damages that may be awarded. Dr. Smitty was taken aback, until she
read the provision in the franchise agreement that required her to undertake
both of these obligations.
This is a poignant example of how failing to read and understand the
terms of the contract can unknowingly create substantial ﬁnancial risk.
Defending and indemnifying against potential damages in a case can be
very expensive. By not reading her franchise agreement (and arranging
for coverage for the franchisor as an additional insured under her policy),
Dr. Smitty put her practice and her family at great ﬁnancial risk.

Stephanie A. Preut
is a member of the
law ﬁrm of Evans &
Dixon, L.L.C., which
services clients in
ﬁve Midwestern
states. She is the
vice chairperson
of the ﬁrm’s Health Law Practice Group
where she focuses her practice primarily
on professional malpractice litigation, state
licensure and institutional and third-party
credentialing.

The Right Expertise Makes a Difference
Why do attorneys visit chiropractors’ offices? The simple answer is that
as attorneys we didn’t spend years of our lives learning anatomy, physiology,
and chiropractic treatment techniques, so we can’t treat ourselves. Many
of us have learned ﬁrsthand of the beneﬁts of chiropractic care.
Why should chiropractors visit attorneys’ offices? Most chiropractors
haven’t spent seven years of their lives in post-high school education
obtaining a law degree and the requisite experience to be able to review
and evaluate items such as leases, employment contracts, real estate
contracts and third-party payer agreements.
Each chiropractor in the examples could have avoided ﬁnancial loss,
legal expenses and time spent if they would have sought the advice and
counsel of an attorney with experience in the particular area of law.

Brian J. Niceswanger
is a member of the
law ﬁrm of Evans
& Dixon, L.L.C. He
has practiced in the
health law ﬁeld for
more than 20 years
and is the chairperson
of the Firm’s Health Law Practice Group.
Niceswanger has represented doctors and
institutions in a broad range of health-law
related matters, including STARK, Medicare/
Medicaid Reimbursement, professional
malpractice litigation and state board licensure.
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Premium Dividend ...
An Added Bonus
of Being
with NCMIC
NCMIC's Premium Dividend is
very popular with our doctors
who consider it an added
"bonus"—just one of many
reasons to be with NCMIC.
Reasons like:
• Coverage designed to meet the needs of all chiropractic
philosophies
• Consistently strong financially—“A” (Excellent) rating with
a stable outlook from A.M. Best
• Claims staff and attorneys who know chiropractic and how
to defend allegations against chiropractors
• Personalized service—one place to call for benefit, payment
and claims questions
NCMIC chiropractic malpractice policyholders will soon receive a premium
dividend for the 21st year in a row. We have returned several million
dollars to our malpractice insurance policyholders through a premium
dividend every year since 1996.* Premium dividends are made possible by
NCMIC’s solid business decisions, along with our doctors’ efforts to
enhance patient communications and further their clinical expertise.
We can’t say “thank you” enough to our doctors. You've made our stellar
record possible.

If you have questions about your dividend,
please call 1-800-769-2000, ext. 3945, or
go to www.ncmic.com/dividend.
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Send inquiries, address changes,
and correspondence to:
NCMIC Examiner P.O. Box 9118,
Des Moines, IA 50306-9118
1-800-769-2000, ext. 3945
examiner@ncmic.com
Sharon Houchin, Editor
Examiner is published quarterly for policyholders
of NCMIC’s Malpractice Insurance Plan. Articles
may not be reprinted, in part or in whole, without
the prior, express written consent of NCMIC.
Information provided in the Examiner is offered
solely for general information and educational
purposes. It is not offered as, nor does it represent,
legal advice. Neither does Examiner constitute a
guideline, practice parameter or standard of care.
You should not act or rely upon this information
without seeking the advice of an attorney. If there
is a discrepancy between Examiner and the policy,
the policy will prevail.
“We Take Care of Our Own” is a registered service
mark of NCMIC Group, Inc. and NCMIC Risk
Retention Group, Inc.
You may not use an NCMIC Group trademark or
any other NCMIC Group owned graphic symbol,
logo, icon, or company name in a manner that
would imply NCMIC Group’s afﬁliation with or
endorsement or sponsorship of a third party
product or service.

NCMIC Insurance Company Oﬃcers:
Rod Warren
Bruce Beal
Matt Gustafson
Emily Drake
Tom Riley

President
Vice President, Claims
Vice President, Compliance
Corporate Secretary
Chief Financial Ofﬁcer, Treasurer,
& Assistant Corporate Secretary

Assistant Vice Presidents:
Traci Galligan
Keith Henaman
David Siebert
A.J. Simpson
Joseph S. Soda
Mike Whitmer

Human Resources
Claims
Professional Liability
Program
Customer Service
Insurance Services
Chiropractic Insurance
Programs

National Chiropractic Mutual Holding
Company Directors
Wayne C. Wolfson, D.C., President
John J. DeMatte IV, D.C.
Claire Johnson, D.C., MSEd., Ph.D
Matthew H. Kowalski, D.C., D.A.B.C.O.
Vincent P. Lucido, D.C.
Mary Selly-Navarro, R.D., D.C.
Marino Passero, D.C.
Gary Tarola, D.C., F.A.C.O.
Also, serving on the NCMIC Risk
Retention Group, Inc. board are:
Wayne C. Wolfson, D.C.; Louis Sportelli, D.C.;
Vincent P. Lucido, D.C.; Russell A. Young, Esq.,
Vermont Director; Patrick E. McNerney, Director;
Conrad G. Biege, Director; and
Matt Gustafson, Director.

Premium dividends are not guaranteed. Industry analyst A.M. Best
ratings range from A++ to S. See www.ambest.com.

©2017 NCMIC

Spring Equipment Financing Special

It’s Time For
a Fresh Start!
NO Payment for 3
Months & More . . .

UPGRADE YOUR PRACTICE EQUIPMENT THIS SPRING

Fast Financing Now!

Is your equipment getting tired and old? Is it time to
purchase a new table, digital X-ray system or practice
management software?

It's as easy as 1-2-3 ...

NCMIC can help …
When you finance equipment with NCMIC before
May 31, 2017, take advantage of:
•
•
•
•

NO Down Payment
NO Origination Fees
NO Payment for 3 Months
NO Prepayment Penalties

Lowest payments of the year …
With this special from NCMIC, you’ll also experience
our lowest payments of the year. It’s a great time to
freshen up and grow your practice.

1. Complete Application Online
www.ncmic.com/5345
2. Response from NCMIC
Terms and approval status
in 2 business hours
3. Same-Day Funding to
Your Vendor
ACH deposit to your
vendor after required
documents are received

For a personalized quote, complete
an express request online at:

www.ncmic.com/5345
Questions? Call 1-800-396-7157, ext. 5345
Minimum loan amount is $5,000. Equipment loans offered by NCMIC Finance Corporation (NCMIC) are subject to credit approval. NCMIC and the equipment vendor you select are separate companies, are not agents of
one another, and have no authority to bind one another to financial or other contractual obligations. Consult your attorney or financial advisor for specific legal or tax advice before entering into any type of financing
arrangement and for information on Section 179 deduction eligibility and procedures. ©2017 NCMIC NFL 5345
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Trends in Chiropractic
Board Complaints
A colleague in my community was brought
before our state board after a patient
complained about his billing practices.
I’m careful with all aspects of my practice,
including billing, but I am curious if chiropractic boards
are targeting some things more than others.

First of all, it’s important for D.C.s to be vigilant in all areas
of their practices and treatment. However, it can be helpful to
know about possible trends. That way you can learn from the
experiences of others and make any needed improvements in
your practice.
With this in mind, we asked two malpractice defense attorneys to share
which chiropractic board complaints they are seeing with increased frequency.
Attorney and chiropractor Steven Conway had the unique position of
serving on a state licensing board for more than 10 years and seeing the
type of complaints that are lodged against chiropractors. Dr. Conway has
observed a resurgence in complaints about chiropractic advertising, as well
as complaints related to new products and services offered by D.C.s.
In terms of advertising, he notes that doctors who advertise that they are
superior or have a particular expertise compared to other D.C.s are increasingly
facing board complaints. Advertising in this manner is against most state
board regulations.
Dr. Conway also says that many doctors have faced board allegations
after adding products, services or techniques to increase practice revenue.
In doing so, D.C.s must also ensure the product or service is beneﬁcial for
the patient, as well as within their state’s chiropractic scope of practice.
Attorney Katherine Otto notes that she has seen billing issues lead to
board allegations lately. This includes disputes about patient charges and
health insurance payments.
Ms. Otto says the takeaway is that it is incredibly important that your billing
records and practices, as well as your office policies and procedures, are up
to date and in compliance. Regardless of the type of complaint, part of the
board’s investigation is to review all chart documents, treatment notes and
documentation regarding the patient’s care.
Regardless of the type of board complaint, Ms. Otto observes that boards
often become critical of the doctor’s documentation even when ﬁnding no
valid basis for the original allegation.
To view the video on this topic, go to www.ncmic.com/advice.
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The Benefit D.C.s Rely
on to Avoid Claims
Worried about
a touchy
situation?
Just need
advice? Call NCMIC’s
confidential Claims
Advice Hotline at 1-800-242-4052
to talk with a professional claims
representative about any concern
or situation you’re not sure how
to handle.

See Q & A for an example of how
NCMIC’s Claims Advice Hotline
has helped D.C.s like you.

View Attorneys
Steven Conway
and Katherine Otto’s
advice on board
complaints by going
to ncmic.com/advice.

